
 

How To Fix Missing OEM Unlock On Samsung Galaxy
Phones [BEST]

once you click on the unknown unknown option, you will be able to see an option to remove the particular unknown apk, after which you can once again go back to developer
options and unlock the bootloader. if we talk about samsung, manufacturers are renowned for slowing down the updates for users. of course, this problem doesn’t arise only for the
samsung devices, but it occurs for any oems, so you can also face this issue. additionally, many samsung devices don’t support otg, which means you cannot flash bootable file of

other apps using a pc’s otg flash drive. well, we have already discussed about the methods available to use in order to unlock bootloader on many manufacturers devices, especially
samsung smartphones. but now you get an opportunity to fix any manufacturer bootloop using the third party apps. in that way, you can follow the below-mentioned methods to

change the bootloop on samsung devices. for all the modern samsung smartphones and tablets, you will find the oem unlock feature located in the settings of your android device.
it is possible to unlock the bootloader on any of the devices running samsung os by going to the settings, followed by device maintenance and then turn on the oem unlock feature.
in order to use the method, you should be able to navigate to the settings of your samsung smartphone. when you open that, you should be able to see a menu in the top bar where
you get to toggle between various options available. from within that menu, you need to tap the option find the device status section. a number of options will appear and you need

to tap one of them.
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next, all you need to do is
to find and download the
mod and carefully follow

the instructions. after
following it you will be able
to unlock the bootloader. if

you don’t want the oem
unlock you can get back to

the previous state by
flashing the mod again. it
works almost the same
way. the one who are
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suffering from bootloader
problem can easily try

these steps to fix it. you
don’t need to wait for the
oem to fix it for you; with
just a bit of effort, you can
unlock bootloader on your

samsung phone. to
address this issue, either
you can take the help of

samsung or, you can follow
the below mentioned steps
in order to revive the lost
oem unlock on samsung.
but, if you are new to all
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these terms of custom rom
development and rooting,

you better visit a dedicated
article, read it completely
and then try. getting the
right rom or device is an

important part of
recovering a lost or broken

device. there are many
custom roms available for

android devices and
tablets. we can use one of

them to fix the missing
oem unlock on samsung
smartphones and tablets.
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we should set up the
system before we attempt

to remove the stock
samsung bootloader. for

this, you will have to
unlock the bootloader for

all samsung models. if you
have the twrp recovery

installed, then you can use
it to install twrp for

samsung galaxy devices.
the rmm (kg) state is a
new feature added by
samsung to prevent

unwanted installation of
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unauthorized apps, and
help you get a stock rom
update more effortlessly,

from the vendor. this
feature prevents this kind
of unwanted applications
from being installed on

your smartphone. instead,
it shows you a message

that provides an option to
manually install any of the

apps. this option, if
enabled, allows you to
bypass the rmm (kg)
feature and gain a
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bootable user partition.
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